




































































































































































































Tevatron combined limits on h,H→τ+τ- in 
mhmax scenario of MSSM (14/08/2009)
Basics: 
•  Two Higgs doublet model. 
•  5 physical states: 
•   Two neutral scalars (h,H) 
•   neutral pseudo‐scalar (A)  
•   charged Higgs (H±). 
•  At tree level, completely speciﬁed by two 
parameters: tanβ and mA. 
Typical MSSM scenario: 
•  One neutral Higgs is SM‐like 
•  The other decouples from W/Z and can be 
degenerate in mass with the pseudo‐scalar. 
•  Largest producAon cross secAon at LHC is            
gg‐>H‐>bb. 
 Example MSSM Higgs mass distribuAons 
60C‐1, collected at 2x1033cm‐2s‐1 
1) Protons tagged at 420m from IP. 
2) TOF resoluAon: 10ps 
3) Trigger rate equivalent to AFP study 
4) Signiﬁcance = 3.5σ 
150C‐1 collected at 7.5x1033cm‐2s‐1 plus 
150C‐1 collected at 1034cm‐2s‐1  
1) Protons tagged at 420m from IP. 
2) TOF resoluAon=5ps 
3) Signiﬁcance = 4.5σ 
MA=120GeV, tanβ=40 
JHEP 0710:090,2007
AFP: MSSM parameter coverage 
•  Coverage of tanβ‐mA plane studied in Eur.Phys.J.C53:231‐256,2008. 
•  Similar experimental eﬃciency to that assumed in previous slides (signal: 2.5% vs 2.7% for 
comparable mass windows). Trigger: (i) low pT muon, (ii) jet + proton tag at 220m. 
•  Plots show 3σ contours for diﬀerent integrated luminosity scenarios for h (lez) and H (right) 
for detectors at 220m and 420m from the IP. 
Other physics opportuniAes with AFP 
BSM Higgs physics 
•  Exclusive H‐> bb and H‐>ττ has been studied in MSSM, triplet Higgs, SUSY CP‐X (i.e. CP 
violaAng) Higgs. 
Other BSM physics 
•  Long‐lived gluino’s measurements in split‐SUSY models 
•  Anomalous gauge boson coupling sensiAvity (γγWW and γγZZ) is improved by factor of 
5‐10 w.r.t the inclusive searches. 
Standard model and QCD/diﬀrac/on 
•  H‐>WW decay mode possible (but mass coverage is being ruled out by the Tevatron) 
•  Single diﬀracAve / double pomeron exchange producAon of di‐jets, W’s 
•  Exclusive di‐jet, ϒ measurements  
Summary and Outlook 
ATLAS has two forward proton tagging projects, the ALFA Roman Pot detectors and the 
AFP upgrade proposal 
Status of ALFA 
1)  Detectors ready to be installed in 2010, or when the LHC schedule permits. 
2)  Expected to provide absolute luminosity measurement to 2‐3% accuracy. 
Status of AFP 
1)  Recently encouraged to produce a Technical Report by the end of 2010.  
2)  Allows quantum number measurements for non‐SM‐like Higgs bosons that typically 
occur in extended Higgs sectors. 
2009 ALFA test‐beam results 
ALFA Level‐1 trigger  
•  Level 1 triggers in ATLAS must usually be received by 
central‐trigger‐processor (CTP) within 1.8μs to be 
accommodated in the overall latency of 2.5μs. 
•  Arrival Ame of signals from ALFA is just outside this 
window, but can be accommodated due to smaller 
interacAon rate. 
